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AN ASYMPTOTIC REPRESENTATION FOR C(| +it) 

R. B. Paris and S. Gang 

ABSTRACT. A representation for the Riemann zeta function £(s) is given as an 
absolutely convergent expansion involving incomplete gamma functions which is 
valid for all finite complex values of s (^ 1). It is then shown how use of the 
uniform asymptotics of the incomplete gamma function leads to an asymptotic 
representation for £(s) on the critical line s = ^ + it when t —>• oo. This re- 
sult, which represents an improvement on an earlier treatment [10], involves an 
error function smoothing of the original Dirichlet series together with a correc- 
tion term whose coefficients can be given explicitly to any desired order in terms 
of coefficients arising in the asymptotics of the incomplete gamma function. By 
examination of the higher-order coefficients in the correction term, it is shown 
that the expansion diverges like the familiar 'factorial divided by a power' de- 
pendence, decorated by a slowly varying multiplier function, as has recently been 
demonstrated by M. V. Berry for the Riemann-Siegel formula. 

1. Introduction 

The two well-established methods of computing £(s) on the critical line 5 = | + it (t 
real) are the Gram and Riemann-Siegel formulas [6, 7]. The first of these formulas con- 
sists of a truncation after N terms (the finite main sum) of the original Dirichlet series 
representation of £(s) in Re(s) > 1, together with a simple series of correction terms 
involving the Bernoulli numbers. For these correction terms to furnish an asymptotic 
expansion, it is necessary to select N > t/2ir, with the result that the number of terms 
in the finite main sum (the computationally most expensive part of the formula) when 
t is large is 0(t/27r). The Riemann-Siegel formula, on the other hand, involves cor- 
rection terms which are more complicated to evaluate, but the associated finite main 
sum consists of the Dirichlet series truncated after 0((t/27r)^) terms. This reduction 
of the number of terms in the finite main sum makes this formula the more powerful 
and standard means of computing £(5 + it). 

Alternative methods for calculating ("(^ + it) to high accuracy when t is large have 
recently been given in [2, 10]; see also [12]. These new expansions have been developed 
for the real function Z(t) = exp(i^)C(^ + it) where the phase-angle # = #(£) is given 
by 

t?(t) = argr(| + ±it) - ^logTr. (1.1) 

The leading term of the asymptotic formula given by Berry and Keating [2] consists of a 
convergent expansion in which the terms of the original Dirichlet series are smoothed 
by a complementary error function.   In [10], a different form of expansion of Z(£), 
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which also involves the complementary error function, was given using the normalized 
incomplete gamma function Q(a,z) = T(aiz)/T(a) as the smoothing function. This 
procedure was based on the expansion of £(s) in the form 

C(5) = £ n-s + x(s) £, n'-'Kis) + {    g
+2 (1.2) 

n=l n=l 

where A^ denotes an arbitrary positive integer, 

X(s) = 2V-1sin£™r(l -s) = ^^r%~\8), (1.3) 

and the coefficients An(s) involve the incomplete gamma functions 

Q(l-5,±27rm(JV+^)). 

Both of these new expansions, although involving a little extra computational effort, 
were found to be more accurate than the Riemann-Siegel formula for the same number 
of correction terms. 

In this paper, we present an alternative, improved asymptotic representation for 
Z(t) based on the absolutely convergent expansion for ((s) given by 

«"-^(£-;)+g»-«i-™'e 
OO 

+ x(S)£>s-1Q(i-±S)7m2/£)) (1.4) 
71=1 

which holds for all values of s (^ 1), where £ is a complex parameter satisfying 
|arg£| < ^TT. The result (1.4) is the expansion given by Lavrik [8] for the Dirichlet 
L-function specialized to ((s). We remark that the case £ = 1 is effectively embodied 
in Riemann's 1859 paper, though he did not explicitly identify the incomplete gamma 
functions. As in [10], an asymptotic approximation for Z(i) is then constructed from 
(1.4) by use of the uniform asymptotic expansion of the incomplete gamma function. 

The form (1.4) differs significantly from that in (1.2) in that the n-dependence of 
the incomplete gamma functions is quadratic, rather than linear. This fact results 
in a final asymptotic formula which is easier to compute and analyse than the one 
developed in [10]. The coefficients in the correction terms of this new formula present 
two important features. First, they can be explicitly formulated to any desired order 
in terms of coefficients which appear in the asymptotics of the incomplete gamma 
function. Secondly, and most importantly, their structure becomes simpler for higher 
orders. This last fact means that it is then relatively straightforward to examine the 
nature of the divergence of the sum of correction terms by determining their late 
behavior. In this way, we establish that although the correction terms diverge in 
typical asymptotic fashion like a 'factorial divided by a power', they also contain a 
slowly varying multiplier function. An equivalent result for the higher-order correction 
terms in the Riemann-Siegel formula recently has been demonstrated by Berry [1]. 

2. The derivation of the expansion 

We prove (1.4) by a slight modification of Riemann's original analysis; alternative 
methods of establishing this result are described in [8, 11, 12].   When Re(s) > 1, 
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Riemann obtained the representation 
poo oo 

7r-2T(±s)C(s) = /    x**- V(s) dx,        ^{x) = V e"^" (2.1) 
^ n=l 

where ^(a;) satisfies the well-known Poisson summation formula, 

2ip(x) + 1 = x-i{2'ip(l/x) + 1}, (2.2) 

valid when | argx| < ^TT. 

Instead of dividing the path of integration in (2.1) into [0,1] and [l,oo), we divide the 
path into [0,£] and [£, oo) where, for the moment, we restrict £ to lie in | arg£| < ^TT, 

cf. also [9]. Then, from (2.1) and (2.2), we find 

7r-iT(^)CW = {jT +|~}a:**-V(a)ds, 

so that 
/• — g •=■ £ — 5 /»£ /»00 

7r-^r(|s)C(5)~5l_l + il-^  /   a;2*-it/;(l/£)dx+  /    x^-^^)^ 

= /    a:-ifl-^(a:)(te+ /    xi^i/j^dx.    (2.3) 

Reversal of the order of summation and integration (which is justified by absolute 
convergence), followed by introduction of the new variable u = 7rn2x, enables the 
right-hand side of (2.3) to be written in the form 

00 noo QQ poo 

n=l «/7rn2/e n=l Jirn?Z 

The resulting integrals can be expressed in terms of the normalized incomplete 
gamma function 

to yield the expansion 

c(s) = rSf (S ~ l) + £ n~SQ(ls> ^ + ^(s) !>''^(s - 5s' ™2/0 
^2   /    \ /        TI=1 n=l 

(2-4) 

where x(s) 'ls defined in (1.3). Since T(a,z) ~ za~~1e~~z as \z\ -> 00 in |argz| < |7r, 
both sums in (2.4) converge absolutely for all values of 5, with late terms behaving like 
n~2 exp(-7rn2^±1), respectively. Consequently, the result (2.4), which was derived for 
Re(s) > 1 and | arg£| < ^TT, holds for all values of 5 (^ 1) and ^ satisfying | arg^| < ^TT 

by analytic continuation. 
We now specialize (2.4) to the critical line s = | +it where x(^ +^) = exp(-2zi?), 

and by the symmetry of the zeta function, it is sufficient to take t > 0. In this case it 
is more convenient to consider the real even function Z(t) given by 

where #(£) is defined in (1.1). In order to retain (2.4) in a symmetrical form, we put 
|£| = 1 and, accordingly, write £ = ei<f) where </> is real. Then, since Q(a,z) = Q(a,z) 
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(where the bar denotes the complex conjugate), we find the elegant result (where 
3=1^ it) 

{oo is   Litfis 1 

Y^n-'QC^Trn^)-^—    ,     M < fr). (2.5) 
n=l 5il2^    J 

We observe that the factor e^1^8/r(^s) contains the exponential term exp{(|7r— ^)t} 
for large t. (Such a compensating factor also appears in (3(|5,7rn2z); see §3.) When 
(j) < T^TT, this represents a numerically large factor which would require the evaluation 
of the terms to exponentially small accuracy. Thus, we are effectively forced to set 
(/> = ^TT to avoid such undesirable terms in computations of Z(t) high up on the critical 
line. 

When (/) = ^TT, we remark that the sum in (2.5) then represents the original Dirichlet 
series "smoothed" by the incomplete gamma function <2(^s,7m2i). To see this, we 
note that the behavior of this latter function for large t changes abruptly in the 
neighborhood of its transition point given by ^s = 7m2z; that is, when n attains 
roughly the Riemann-Siegel cut-off value iV* defined by 

Nt = Int(*/27r) *,        p(t) = (t/2ic) $ - Nt (2.6) 

where Int denotes the integer part. Then for values of n ~ A^, the behavior of 
Q(^s, 7rn2i) where s = | + it with t ^> 1 is approximately described by (see §3) 

Q(-s,7rn2i) rsj -erfc nt   * (n2 - —)e*nl 

2 2 L \ ZTT/ 

/27ri(n-Nt-p(t))\,        t ->- +oo. (2.7) ~ - erfc 
2 

Thus, for large t, we have Q(^s,7rn2i) ~ 1 when n < Nt, while Q(^s^7rn2i) decays 
(algebraically) to zero when n > Nf. Loosely speaking, therefore, the terms in the 
smoothed Dirichlet series effectively "switch off" when n ~ Nt. This behavior is 
illustrated in Figure 1 for the particular case t = 800. 

3. An asymptotic approximation for Z(t) 

To obtain an approximation for Z(t) as t —>> +oo, we employ the uniform asymptotic 
expansion of the incomplete gamma function Q(a,z) which holds for a —> oo when 
\z\ E [0, oo) in the domains | arga| < TT — ei and | aig(z/a)\ < 27r — 62 where ei, eg are 
positive numbers satisfying 0 < ei < TT, 0 < 62 < 27r. This is given in terms of the 
complementary error function by [13] 

Q{a,z) = - erfc {^(a/2)) + -==- I ^^^(77) + a^Gmia^) L m - 1,2,..., 
/27ra . r=0 

(3.1) 

where 

I^^A-l-logA,        \ = z/a,        /x = A-l, (3.3) 
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FIGURE 1. The behavior of |(3(|s,7m2z)| as a function of n for the 
case s = | 4- 800i, 

and Gm(a,ry) is the remainder in the expansion truncated after m terms. The coeffi- 
cients cr{rj) are specified in terms of the polynomial 

Qr0x) = i>irVfc 

k=0 

(3.4) 

of degree 2r and are analytic at 77 = 0. Recurrence relations for the coefficients aj^ 
are given in Appendix A; values of these coefficients for 0 < k < 12 are presented in 
Table 6.  The choice of the square-root branch for 77(A) is made such that 77(A) and 
A — 1 have the same sign when A > 0. We note that 77 ~ A — 1 when A c^ 1. 

As in [10], we now define the modified complementary error function by 

evfc(z]m) = ericz-^-—J2Dr(2z2)~r^        m = l,2,...   (2^0), Zy/n 
r=0 

(3.5) 

which corresponds to the removal from the complementary error function erfc z of 
the first m terms of its asymptotic expansion for \z\ —> 00 in |argz| < |7r. The 
expansion in (3.1) then can be written in the modified form more suitable for the 
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present application as 

Q{a,z) = ierfcfovW^m) + £^{EHr«-r%^r +a-mGrn{a,rl)\, 
r=0 

(3.6) 

from which it is possible to represent Q(|s,7m2e2<?!>) appearing in (2.5) uniformly as 
t —> oo for n > 1 when we identify a and A with 

a=ls=\ + lit    A = 27mV<Vs, 
2       4     2' 

It then follows from (3.3) that 77 = rjn(t) and // = /inW; for simplicity in presen- 
tation, we shall omit the dependence on 2, except where it is essential. Then, since 
exp(— ^arjn) = exp(—'Kn2e'L^)nse^'l<i>s{2'Ke/s)^s^ we can express Z(t) in the form 

f ^ 
Z{t) = Ree^l ^n-5erfc(ir7nV/5;m) 

+ % (V) ^ ( EW-1^)-^-) + (^)-m^) } (3-7) 
where the remainder J?m and the coefficients Ar(s) are defined by 

00 

Rn = 2 Y, exp(-7rn2e^)Gm(^, 77,) - iJm(^) (3.8) 
n=l 

and 

^W = (-)r7)- - 2f;exp(-7rn2
e^)%^ 

n=l ^" 

=   £   exp(-,r»V*)7|^L, (3.9) 
n=-oo V    V>n) 

in which )Un = 2im2el<t>/s — 1 (with 5 = \ +^), and we have used the result Qr(—1) = 
(—)r7r from (A.l). In (3.7), we have employed the well-known expansion of the gamma 
function for large z given by 

(3.10) 
1 rrn-l N 

_ = (27r)-M-*e«|E7^-r + z-mHm(z)\,        771=1,2,..., 

where iJm(^) is a remainder and the first few Stirling coefficients 7r are 

-__L - _L -    139 
7o-l,    71-     l2,    72-288,    73-51840, 

571 163879 
74 "" ~ 2488320'    75 ~    209018880' 

4. Numerical illustrations and discussion 

Following the remark at the end of §2, we set 0 = ^TT throughout the remainder of 
this paper and define the variable OJ by 

J> = ~ms=±<K{t-\i). (4.1) 
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From (3.9), the coefficients Ar(s) are then given by 

Ms) = £ (-r(z^J+i (*» = {™/u>? -1) 
n= — oo v    r    ' 

2r oo / 2 \ 2r+l — fc 

fc = 0 

where the coefficients ajj/ are specified in (3.4) (see also Table 6). The inner sum in 
(4.2) may be expressed in terms of the functions Sk{w) defined by 

0Jk 

5fc(a;) = 2fc-1   ^(-r-J-7-—,,        k = l,2,...> (4.3) 
(L02-(^rn)2)k, 

so that 

2r 

Ms) = 2-2ruJ
2r+1Br(cv),    Br(a;) = X;(-)fc4r)(|w)-*52r+1_fc(W). (4.4) 

fc=0 

The functions Sk{w) can be written in terms of cosec w and its derivatives from the 
recursion 

Si(a;) = cosec a;, Sfc+iH = -SfcH - I^M? k > i. (4.5) 

The expansion for Z(t) in (3.8) on the critical line s = | + it then becomes 

Z(t) = Ree^|^n-serfc(i77nv
/5;m) + JR

(m)(t)| (4.6) 

where, for m = 1,2,..., the correction term R^ft) is given by 

/m-l x 

^m)(<) = 2-M'ri(7re£/")* ( X^ (7r2/4)r5r(a;) + uj-2m+1Rm J , (4.7) 
^ r=0 ^ 

i^ = (-)m+1(7rz)m^m/a;2 and 77n is defined in (3.3) with An = (TTTI/UJ)
2
. 

An alternative form for the correction term R^ (t), which exhibits the associated 
asymptotic scale, can be found by a straightforward regrouping of the terms in the 
finite sum in (4.7). Thus, we define the coefficients C^    (UJ) by 

m 2m 

5>t/4)rBPH = ]r(-uo-fcclm)H 
r=0 fc=0 

where 

C^H = 2fc 2 (W4)(^)/24"fc+|j)^+1(^),        0 < k < 2m, (4.8) 
j=0 
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(r) 
and aK

k are to be interpreted as zero for half-integer values of r. The expression in 
(4.7) then takes the alternative form1 

R^(t) = 2-h^i(7re^/ujy(  JT (-uj)-rC^(UJ) +^-2m+1i?m). (4.9) 

We remark that the correction terms in (4.9) involve an expansion in descending 
powers of UJ ^ 7r(t/27r)^, with the factor (irez /u))s multiplying this sum being 0{t~^) 
for large t\ cf. the Riemann-Siegel formula. 

The formula (4.6) consists of the (absolutely convergent) sum resulting from the 
original Dirichlet series smoothed by a (modified) complementary error function to- 
gether with the correction term R^m\t). If we use the reflection formula for the 
modified complementary error function given by [10], erfc(—z;m) = 2 — erfc(^;m), 
then we can separate out from the sum of error functions in (4.6) the finite main sum 

2 Yln=i n~^ cos(^ — tlogri). Thus, when s = | + it, 

oo iV 

Re cw Y, n~S ^HhnVs; m) = 2 ^ n-5 cos(«? - flogn) + Re{ewEm(t; N)} 
n=l n=l 

(4.10) 

where we have defined 

Em(t;N) = V'eivn  s eric(hNr]n^s;m), eN = \ J (4.11) z—f — 1    n < N. 
n=l K — 

Then (4.6) takes the final form 

N 

Z(t) = 2^n-2 cos(^ - tlog n) + Re j*{Em(t; N) + ^(m)(^)} (4.12) 
n=l 

where R^ft) is defined in (4.7) or (4.9), and N is an arbitrary positive integer. 
The rate of convergence of the sum i£m(£; N) is a crucial factor in the applicability 

of (4.12) as a means of computing Z(t) for t ^> 1. From the asymptotic behavior 

1 2 3 
erfc(z;m) ~ y/(2/7r)Drn(2z2)~rn~^e~z     as    z ^ oo    in | argz] < -TT 

(see [10, Appendix A]), together with the result, from (3.3), 77^ ~ 2An = 47rn2i/s as 
n —> 00, we find that the terms in EmfcN) ultimately lose their n~s dependence to 
behave like 

|n-5erfc(iWs;m)| - (2/7r)i|Z?m||(|^) —i|(*/27r)-i 

= (27m2)-m-i0((t/27r)-4). 

Thus, although the decay of the terms is algebraic rather than exponential (since the 
phase of the modified complementary error functions in (4.11) is ~ 7r/4 for large £), 
this algebraic decay is controlled by n~2rn~1 together with a scaling factor depending 
weakly on t like t~^. This nonetheless represents a considerable improvement of the 
convergence of £,

m(t; N) for moderate values of m. 

1 Preliminary estimates have shown that Rm = 0(UJ) as t —> 00, rather than the sharper result 
i?m — O(UJ) required to establish the asymptotic nature of the expansion (4.9). 
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FIGURE 2. The behavior of Em(t\ N) for different m when t = 2000 
and N = Nt = 17. 

We now choose the number of terms N in the finite main sum in (4.12) equal to 
the Riemann-Siegel cut-off value Nt given in (2.6). As discussed in [10], this choice 
has the consequence of making the terms in the sum £,

rn(t; N) decay rapidly on either 
side of n = Nt. In Figure 2, we illustrate this decay for different values of m in the 
particular case t = 2000 when N = Nt = 17. 

An important feature in the calculations is that this rapid fall-off of the terms in 
EmfaNt) away from n = Nt is essentially independent of t. This can be seen from 
(2.7) which shows that (up to a sign) the argument of the modified complementary 
error functions in Sm(t;Art) has the same form when n ~ iV^, thus revealing that 
(apart from the presence of the term p(t)) the decay on both sides is controlled only 
by the difference \n — Nt\. 

We truncate the sum Em(t;iVt) at rii and n2 (where ni < Nt < 712) determined 
by when the modulus of the argument of the modified complementary error function 
attains a prescribed value, i.e., when H^nv^l — KV^n, say, where K is an integer. 
From (2.7), this occurs roughly when \n — Nt\ = if; that is, we take 

mo = Nt±K. (4.13) 

The magnitude of the terms in EmfaNt) at these truncation values is then given 
approximately (when Nt ^> K) by 

2\-m-i (2/7r) 2 |Dm|(t/27r)-4 (iirK2) 

Thus, for example, the choice K = 10 corresponds to neglecting terms in Em(t]Nt) 
for t > 1 of magnitude smaller than roughly 2.63 x 10~l0t~^ when m = 3, and 
1.07 x lO-^t'i when m = 5. 
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t = 18 

RS value: ZappTOX - 

Z{t) = 2.3367996899        Nt = 

■ 0.693        0(t) = 0.0809107577 

= 2.33679617        \Z - Zapprox\ = 

1 

3.5 x 10-6 

m = 2 m = 3 

"-2 ^approx |^       ^approx] ^approx 1^ — ^approx] 

2 
3 
4 
5 

2.33612 94955 
2.33682 83433 
2.33678 65806 
2.33679 40559 

6.7xl0-4 

2.8xl0-5 

1.3xl0-5 

5.6xl0-6 

2.33652 96514 
2.33680 73737 
2.33679 91542 
2.33679 99857 

2.7xl0-4 

7.7xl0-6 

5.4xl0-7 

3.0xl0-7 

m = 4 m = 5 

"2 ^approx 1^ — ^approa;! Zapprox \7       7             1 1^       Zjapprox\ 

2 
3 
4 
5 

2.33688 18864 
2.33679 91036 
2.33679 96930 
2.33679 96660 

8.2xl0-5 

5.9xl0-7 

S.lxlO-9 

2.4xl0-8 

2.33684 54911 
2.33679 95068 
2.33679 96947 
2.33679 96896 

4.6xl0-5 

1.8xl0-7 

4.8xl0-9 

3.7xl0-10 

TABLE 1. Computations of Z{€) for t = 18. 

To proceed further with the analysis of (4.6) or (4.12) would require a bound on 
the remainder term JRm. This will be considered elsewhere; accordingly, we formally 
disregard this term here and employ the expansion truncated after m terms. To 
illustrate the accuracy of (4.12), we present the results for the three cases 

t = 18,        t = 7005.08186,        t = 250000, 

which are the three values considered in [10] and, apart from the last value, in [2]. 
The first value of t is very low and is situated approximately midway between the first 
two non-trivial zeros of ((s). In this case JV^ = 1, so that summation in EmfcNt) is 
carried out over 1 < n < 712- The second value corresponds to the first pair of close 
zeros in between which Z(t) is very small. The third value chosen corresponds to a 
point high up on the critical line in the asymptotic range. 

The results are presented in Tables 1-3 for different values of m and different 
truncation indices ni, 722. In the computations, we found it more convenient to use 
the correction term in (4.7) given in terms of the coefficients Br(u). For the lowest 
value of t, we computed #(£) by means of (1.1), whereas for large values of t, it was 
sufficient to use the well-known asymptotic expansion for #(£). For comparison, we 
give the value of Z(t) computed using Mathematica and the value of Z(t) computed 
using the Riemann-Siegel (RS) formula with five correction terms. Comparison with 
the corresponding results in [10] shows that the truncated expansion (4.12) yields a 
similar accuracy, which can exceed that achievable by the Riemann-Siegel formula for 
the same number of correction terms. As with the Berry-Keating formula [2], this 
increased accuracy comes at the cost of extra computational effort in the evaluation 
of the error functions in the sum EmfaNt) (although this can be reduced by use of 
an asymptotic algorithm for the error functions in the tails of this sum). The actual 
number of error functions required to obtain a high degree of accuracy, however, is 
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t = 7005.08186        Z{t) = 0.00396 73572 77190 50701 38402        JVt = = 33 
p(t) = 0.390        0(t) = 21072.69411 88214 748710 

RS value: Zapprox = 0.00396 73572 77296     \Z - -Zapprox\ = 1.2X10" -13 

m = 2 

ni, n2 ^approx | ^       ^approx 1 

25,40 0.00396 73466 99530 1.1 x 10-8 

20,45 0.00396 73581 32790 8.6 x 10-10 

15,50 0.00396 73571 15795 1.6 x 10-10 

10,55 0.00396 73573 23010 4.6 x lO"11 

5,60 0.00396 73572 60638 1.7 xlO-11 

1,80 0.00396 73572 75878 1.3 x 10-12 

m = 3 

ni, n2 ^approx 1 %       ^approx | 

25, 40 0.00396 73570 94439 1.8 x lO"10 

20,45 0.00396 73572 82710 5.5 x 10-12 

15,50 0.00396 73752 76642 5.5 x 10-13 

10,55 0.00396 73572 77288 9.8 x lO"14 

5,60 0.00396 73572 77166 2.4 x 10-14 

1,80 0.00396 73572 77190 6.9 x 10-16 

m = 4 

ni, ng Zapprox - 0.00396 73572 x 1010 
\Z — Zapprox\ 

25,40 0.78008 75339 81159 2.9 x lO"12 

20,45 0.77181 53319 69707 9.0 x lO"15 

15,50 0.77190 97396 11027 4.7 xlO"16 

10,55 0.77190 45497 58332 5.2 x lO"17 

5,60 0.77190 51617 73206 9.2 x lO"18 

1,80 0.77190 50710 54550 9.2 x HT20 

m = 5 

ni, n2 Zapprox - 0.00396 73572 x 1010 \7      7            1 1^       ^approxx 

25,40 0.77216 38928 99974 2.6 x 10~14 

20,45 0.77190 39853 44752 1.1 x 10-16 

15,50 0.77190 51001 29593 3.0 x lO"18 

10,55 0.77190 50680 40141 2.1 x lO"19 

5,60 0.77190 50703 94288 2.6 x lO"20 

1,80 0.77190 50701 39322 9.2 x lO""23 

TABLE 2. Computations of Z{t) for t = 7005.08186. 
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t = = 250000   Z(t) = -0.78556 62503 91741 40098   iVt = 199 
p(t) = 0.471   m) = 1198916.99860 53813 84823 28173 

RS value: Zapprox = -0.78556 62503 91741 39954  | Z - Zapprox\ = 1A x 10- -18 

m = 2 
ni, n2 ^approx 1 %       ^approx 

195, 205 -0.78556 62603 41323 49713 9.9xl0-9 

185, 215 -0.78556 62504 05226 17559 l.SxlO-11 

175, 225 -0.78556 62503 91703 94678 3.7xl0-14 

160, 240 -0.78556 62503 91852 44540 l.lxlO-13 

150, 250 -0.78556 62503 91797 57472 5.6xl0-14 

100, 300 -0.78556 62503 91745 87341 4.5xl0-15 

50, 350 -0.78556 62503 91742 32636 9.2xl0-16 

1,400 -0.78556 62503 91741 70624 S.lxKT16 

m = 3 
Tli, 712 ^approx 1 ^   Zapprox 1 

195, 205 -0.78556 62507 86823 34227 4.0xl0-10 

185, 215 -0.78556 62503 91815 13885 7.4xl0-14 

175, 225 -0.78566 62503 91741 31837 8.3xl0-17 

160, 240 -0.78566 62503 91741 49139 9.0xl0-17 

150, 250 -0.78566 62503 91741 43034 2.9xl0-17 

100, 300 -0.78566 62503 91741 40156 5.8xl0-19 

50, 350 -0.78566 62503 91741 40103 5.0xl0-20 

1,400 -0.78566 62503 91741 40098 8.9xl0-21 

m — 4 
ni, n2 (ZaPprox + 0.78556 62503) xlO10 I %       ^approx 1 

195, 205 -0.87855 03469 95247 02768 3.9xl0-12 

185, 215 -0.91741 31051 37297 02262 g.OxHT17 

175, 225 -0.91741 40101 32104 92281 3.8xl0-20 

160, 240 -0.91741 40095 89730 77506 1.6xl0-20 

150, 250 -0.91741 40097 18392 52601 3.4xl0-21 

100, 300 -0.91741 40097 52146 40716 1.7xl0-23 

50, 350 -0.91741 40097 52307 72376 6.6xl0-25 

1,400 -0.91741 40097 52313 70093 6.3xl0-26 

m = 5 
ni, 712 (Zapprox + 0.78556 62503)xlO10 7      7            1 u       ^approx \ 

195, 205 -0.91508 46382 69843 63431 2.3xl0-13 

185, 215 -0.91741 40020 54094 38755 7.7xl0-19 

175, 225 -0.91741 40097 53615 52319 l.SxlO-22 

160, 240 -0.91741 40097 52106 42307 2.1xl0-23 

150, 250 -0.91741 40097 52286 42267 2.8xl0-24 

100, 300 -0.91741 40097 52314 29814 2.8xl0-24 

50, 350 -0.91741 40097 52314 33242 e.ixio-29 

1,400 -0.91741 40097 52314 33300 3.0xl0-30 

TABLE 3. Computations of Z(t) for * = 250000. 
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not very great. For example, when t = 250000, it is found that, for m = 5, a value 
of K in (4.13) as small as only about 12 yields an accuracy comparable with the 
Riemann-Siegel formula with five correction terms. 

5. Modification of (4.12) in the neighborhood of a discontinuity in iV^ 

The formula (4.12) is an attractive alternative to the Riemann-Siegel formula since 
its coefficients Br(Lo) can be calculated to as high an order as required by simple 
recursive relations. Although the expansion is found to yield very accurate results, 
an inconvenience appears when we attempt to compute Z(t) for values of t which 
make LU lie close to an integer multiple of TT (this corresponds to the transition point 
of the incomplete gamma function Q(^5,7rn2z)). From (2.6) and (4.1) when t is large, 
this arises when p(t) ^ 0 or 1, i.e., at a discontinuity in Nt. Although the coefficients 
Br(uj), or Cr ~ (w) (and the sum Em(t; iV)), are not singular for such critical t values 
(because LJ always has a small imaginary part) there will be loss of accuracy due to 
round-off error when computing with fixed-decimal arithmetic. In [10], where the 
critical t values occurred when p(t) ~ | and |, it was possible to circumvent this 
difficulty by suitable fine-tuning of the index iV" appearing in the finite main sum. 
This was possible because N also appeared in the analogue of the coefficients Br(u). 
However, with (4.12), this is not the case, so that similar fine-tuning is no longer 
possible. 

In order to deal with this difficulty, we modify the asymptotic formula for Z(t) by 
separating off from Em(t]N) the terms responsible for this behavior and combining 
them with corresponding terms in the coefficients Br(u;), or equivalently in Cr (u;). 
In Figure 3, we show an example of the behavior of the real part of rjn = rjn(t) (the 
imaginary part is very small of 0(t~1) and slowly varying) for different n as a function 
oft in the neighborhood containing the discontinuous change from Nt = 17 to Nt = 18, 
that is, in the neighborhood of t = 2n x 182 = 2035.75    It is seen that when 
n = 18, Re77n(t) becomes very small near this change and inclusion of these terms 
in the modified complementary error functions in (4.11) will result in Em(t;N) (and 
correspondingly the coefficients I?r(cj)) becoming large. 

We modify Em(t;N) by deleting from the sum in (4.11) the term involving Dr in 
the modified complementary error function (see (3.4)) which corresponds to n = n*. 
Thus, we write 

Em(t;N) = E*m(t; N) + R^-ie^Trei/^ ^ ^^[^ (5.1) 

where 
oo 

Em(^ N) = ]C e^n~S erfcdeivTWs;m) + ^iv^^s erfc(|eAr?7*^s). (5.2) 

The prime on the summation sign denotes the deletion of the term corresponding to 
n = n*, and, for simplicity in presentation, we write 77* and fj,* as the values of r)n and 
Hn when n = n*. The second term on the right-hand side of (5.1) is then combined 
with the sum involving Br(u) in (4.7) to yield the coefficients 

i?r>) = 2?rM + (-)*•+V Dr 

(2^*) 
2r+l 
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Reihfl) 

FIGURE 3. The behavior of the real part of 7]n(t) for n = 17, 18, and 19. 

Using the definition of cr(rj) in (3.2), we can rewrite the above relation as 

£» = 4»+(-r+^duo-^-v^) 
where 

ar» = *,.(«) + (-)"• TST^TI 
2r 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

The functions 5^(CJ) are given by (4.3) with the deletion of the terms corresponding 
to n = ±n* from the sum. Thus the coefficients B*(UJ) are obtained from the same 
expression for Br(u) in (4.4), but with the sums Sk(u) replaced by the deleted sums 

The expression for Z(t) is then associated with the modified correction term 

Reei»!.E^(t;N) + 2~hi*i(ireX2/u;y( £ (7ri/4)rBP» + w-2TO+1i?m) \,    (5.5) 

which replaces (4.12) and (4.7) for t values in the neighborhood of a discontinuity in 
Nt. An expression analogous to (4.9) with the modified coefficients c^m~~ (CJ), where 
£r*(m-i)^ are gjven ^y ^4 g^ ^^ 5^^) replaced by S^u), can similarly be obtained. 
The calculation of the sums S^(UJ) can be achieved either by using higher-precision 
arithmetic or by writing u = Trn* .4- e where 6 = e(t) is a small (complex) variable 
in the neighborhood of the transition and employing a straightforward expansion in 
powers of e. The coefficients cr(r}*) in (5.3) may be computed from the Maclaurin 
series cr(r)) = X^o 0rkVh for.^l < 2v/7r, where values of the coefficients prk are given 
in [13]. 
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\Em(t;N)\ 

20 . A 
15 ■ /\ 
10 / \               m = 1 

5 ^S VL 

0.25 

0.24 

0J3 

0.22 
2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040 2042 2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040 

|EM(f;A')l 
xl0? 

4r 

m =2 

-J- / 

mn{t;N)\ 

0.25 

0.24 

0.23 

2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040 2042 
0.22 

m =2 

2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040 

FIGURE 4. The behavior of |i?m(£; iV)| and \E^{i\ N)\ corresponding 
to ra = 1,2 when n* = iV = 18 for values of t near the critical value 
t = 27r x 182 - 2035.75. 

Thus, if we wish to compute Z(t) through a critical value, we set n* = Nu where 
Nt corresponds to the value of Int(t/27r) 2 on the n^Ai-hand side of the discontinuity. 
Because N can be chosen arbitrarily in (4.12) and (5.5), we can fix TV to be the value of 
Nt on either side: it is not necessary to change N discontinuously as we pass through a 
critical t value. To illustrate the formula (5.5), we first show in Figure 4 the behavior 
of the magnitudes of £m(t;iV) and i^(£;iV) when ra = 1,2 for values of t in the 
range containing the critical value t — 2ix x 182 = 2035.75... and n* = N = 18. 
It is seen that without the deletion of the terms corresponding to n* = 18, the sum 
Em(t] N) increases dramatically in the neighborhood of the critical value when ra = 2 
(a compensatory increase also occurs for the coefficients Br(uj)), while the modified 
sum E^(t]N) (and B*((JJ)) remains 0(1) throughout this range. From numerical 
computations, it is found that it is better to employ (5.5) once p(t) differs from 0 or 1 
by about 0.05 (for m < 5). Table 4 illustrates the results of computing Z(i) from (5.5) 
when t = 2036, which is very close to a critical value and corresponds to p(t) c^ 0.001. 

6.  The late terms in the expansion (4.9) 

Since Em(t] N) is an absolutely convergent sum, the divergence of the correction term 
in (4.9) as m —> 00 must result from the divergence of the finite sum involving the 
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t = 2036     Z(t) = -2.17639 46337 82407     Nt = 18 
p(t) = 0.00110     i? = 4866.52819 80145 50511 

m = 1 
rai, n2 ■^approx (^       ^approx 

15,20 -2.17624 88970 97689 l.SxKT4 

10,25 -2.17640 21868 15247 7.6xl0-6 

5,30 -2.17639 29879 43421 1.6xl0-6 

1,35 -2.17639 50679 45421 4.3xl0-7 

m = 2 
ni, n2 ^approx \^J       ^approx] 

15,20 -2.17639 65132 11745 1.9xl0-6 

10,25 -2.17639 46210 91239 1.3xl0-8 

5,30 -2.17639 46348 48888 l.lxlO-9 

1,35 -2.17639 46335 90736 1.9xl0-10 

m = 3 
ni, n2 ^approx 1^       ^approx | 

15,20 -2.17639 48212 47665 1.9xl0-7 

10,25 -2.17639 46335 74247 2.1xl0-10 

5,30 -2.17639 46337 89532 T.lxlO-12 

1,35 -2.17639 46337 81708 T.OxlO-13 

m = 4 
ni, n2 ^approx |^       ^approx 

15,20 -2.17639 46275 48719 6.2xl0-9 

10,25 -2.17639 46337 83343 9.4xl0-13 

5,30 -2.17639 46337 82449 4.2xl0-14 

1,35 -2.17639 46337 82404 3.1xl0-15 

TABLE 4. Computation of Z{t) near a critical value using (5.5). 

coefficients C™(u). In this section, we shall examine the large-m behavior of these 
coefficients to determine the nature of this divergence. For convenience in presentation, 
we shall replace m by m + 1, so that the sum we shall consider is 

2m 

^(-uO-^M (6.1) 
/c=0 

where C^    (UJ) are defined in (4.8). 
The determination of the leading behavior of the late terms (m > 1) in (6.1) 

is greatly facilitated by a remarkable property of the coefficients C^11 {UJ): namely, 
their structure becomes simpler as the index k increases. For example, the last two 
coefficients with k — 2m and k = 2m — 1 both consist of only a single term given by 

C&'M = (-)m7m(^)ro51(W),        Ct^M - (-)m-17m_1(^)m52(a;)/2 

where we have employed the identities aJ,™   = 7m 5  U^m-l (-) m— 1 Tm—i? see 
(A.2). From the asymptotic behavior of the Stirling coefficients 7r for large r in (A.4), 
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it then immediately follows that, as m -> oo, 

'.r(ra) 
(Trt) 

r(m - 1) 

, ,-2m+l/^(m)     /    x 

I      (Trt) 

7ri r(m-2) 

^o'S'i^)        (m odd) 

BOSI(LO)    (m even) 

Bi&M    (m odd) 

(6.2) 

TT   r(m- 1) . . x 
(6.3) 

where the constants Ap, Bp are defined in (A.7), with Ao I/TT and BQ 

-B1 = -1/6. 
The remaining higher-order terms can be similarly estimated by employing in (4.8) 

the asymptotic behavior of the coefficients a^J for r ^> 1 with p = 0,l,2,..., given 
in (A.6). If we define the functions 

w) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 
j=o 

where the subscripts 1 or 2 correspond to the sum involving the coefficients Ap or 

Bp respectively, the leading behavior of the coefficients ^~2m+MC2m_M(Ct;) for M = 
0,1,2,... when m -^ oo is summarised in Table 5. It is seen that the form of the 
leading approximation to these coefficients depends not only on the parity of m but 
also on the value of M (modulo 4). 

M -Ap 

m odd 

m even 

m odd 

m even 

Y{m-2p)^) 

(irt)m-2P 

r(2m - 2p - 1) 
(irt)™-2? 

^■FrQpM 

F^(2p,u) 

M = 4p + 2 

r(m-2ff-2)    (e) 

r(m-2p-l)    (e) 

M = 4p + 1 

r(m-2p-2)   (o) 
(7rt)m-2p-l/2 

F2     (2P,W) 

r(m-2p-l)   (o) 

M = Ap + 3 

r(m-2p-2)^) 
(7ri)m-2p-3/2 Fr(2p+l,a;) 

r(m-2p-3)   (o) 
(7rf)m-2p-3/2 ^2     (2p+l,W) 

TABLE 5. The leading behavior of the coefficients u kC^a'(u>) for 
m -> oo where fc = 2m - M, M = 4p + j (j = 0,1,2,3) and p = 
0,1,2,... . 
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Thus the expansion (6.1) is divergent and possesses the "factorial divided by a 
power" dependence characteristic of an asymptotic series. Optimal truncation near 
the smallest term of this expansion is then seen to correspond to approximately m = 
Int(7rt). The leading behavior of these coefficients is multiplied by the factors i^ , 
which consist of slowly oscillatory functions involving cosec u and its derivatives. A 
similar result recently has been derived for the Riemann-Siegel expansion by Berry [1] 
using formal arguments. 

In the neighborhood of a discontinuity in Nt, we saw in §5 that it was preferable to 
employ a different regrouping of the terms to yield the expansion (5.5). This expansion 
involves the coefficients B*(LJ), which are given in terms of B*(UJ) and cr(?7*). The 
divergence of this form of the expansion likewise is found to be of a similar character. 
This follows by first observing that, from (5.4), the late terms in the series in (5.5) 
resulting from B*(UJ) will evidently possess the same behavior as that given in Table 
5, except that 5fc(t<;) is replaced by the deleted sums 5^(a;). And secondly, the higher- 
order behavior of the contribution to (5.5) from the coefficients cr(r]*) is proportional 
to {r(r + |)/(^)r+1>/2}/r(^*) {r ^ 1) since the coefficients Crfy) in the expansion of 
the incomplete gamma function behave like 

for r -> oo, where friv) (which we do not specify here) is a slowly varying function of 
r] close to the real 77-axis [5]. 

7.  Concluding remarks 

The principal result of this paper is the representation of Z(t) for large t in (4.6), 
or equivalently, in (4.12). This asymptotic approximation, which is derived from 
the expansion of £(s) in terms of incomplete gamma functions in (2.5), consists of 
the original Dirichlet • series defining ((s) in Re(s) > 1 smoothed by a (modified) 
complementary error function together with a correction term. The correction term 
involves an expansion in descending powers of 00 ~ 7r(£/27r)2 multiplied by a factor 
of 0(t~4). The coefficients in this expansion can be given explicitly to any order in 
terms of cosec LJ and its derivatives and are easier to compute than those given in [10]. 
In addition, it is found that there is an intimate connection between these coefficients 
and certain coefficients appearing in the uniform asymptotics of the incomplete gamma 
function. The numerical results in §4 reveal that, with a little additional computational 
effort, the expansion (4.6) is more accurate than the Riemann-Siegel formula and yields 
an accuracy comparable to other recent expansions given in [2, 10]. 

The expansion for C(s) in (2.4) in terms of the normalized incomplete gamma func- 
tion Q(a, z) has been generalized in two ways. First, an expansion in which a is a free 
real parameter is considered in [12]. Suitable choice of a then produces an expansion 
for ((s) in which the main sum consists of the original Dirichlet series smoothed ei- 
ther by the simple Gaussian exponential factor exp(-n2/iV2) or a complementary error 
function of real argument eYic(n/N) where JV" is a positive number. For the correction 
term in these expansions to possess an asymptotic character, however, the "cut-off" 
in the main sum has to occur after 0(t/2ir) terms, so that this simple smoothing of 
the Dirichlet sum results in formulas of the computationally less powerful Gram-type. 
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The second generalization of (2.4) allows for a dependence of the argument z on n 
which is stronger than the quadratic scaling in (2.4), i.e., we take z to scale like n2p, 
with p > 1. This is carried out in [11] in an attempt to reduce the number of terms in 
the associated computationally-expensive main sum. It is shown that, provided s ^ 1, 

where p = 1,2,..., |arg^| < ^TT, and Qp(a,z) is a generalized incomplete gamma 
function defined by 

with Fp(ix) denoting the generalized hypergeometric function 

F (u\ _ yV_\*_jLP_2Pi.   A;/p || < pl      S     *!r(* + |)     '      ' ' 
When p = 1, we have Fi(ix) = e~n and Qi(a, z) = Q(a,;z), so that (7.1) reduces to 
(2.4). When arg^ = ^TT, the "cut-offs" in the two sums in (7.1) on the critical line 
s = \ + it are found to occur approximately when n equals 

respectively. For p > 1, we consequently find nj < iVi while n^ > iV* for fixed |^| 
as t —> oo. This imbalance in the values of nj and n^ can be restored by allowing £ 
to scale like a positive power of t. Then the optimal situation, corresponding to the 
cut-offs occurring for the same value of n, yields n^ ^ nj ^ (t/2ir) 2. Thus, it does not 
appear possible to simultaneously reduce 60^ nj and n^ below the value Nt, thereby 
thwarting any hope of reducing the number of terms in the main sum associated with 
the generalized expansion (7.1). 

Acknowledgement. One of the authors (S. C.) wishes to acknowledge financial sup- 
port from a research studentship held at the University of Abertay Dundee. Part 
of this work was undertaken at the workshop on Exponential Asymptotics held at 
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Appendix A. The asymptotic behavior of the 
coefficients a^J-p for p = 0,1,2,.,. and r > 1. 

In this appendix, we examine the large-r behavior of the coefficients a^ appearing in 
the polynomial Qr(/i) in (3,4) when k = 2r - p, p ~ 0,1,2,.... Substitution of (3.2) 
into the relation [13] satisfied by the cr(rj) 

co(v)=1--1-,        cr(v) = ~cr^(rl) + ^,    r>l, 
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where the Stirling coefficients 7r are defined in (3.7), shows that Qr(/J>) satisfies the 
recursion 

Qrfa) = (1 + /i) j(2» - l)Qr-i(M) - M^1^ } + (-)r7r-M2r,    r>l       (A.l) 

with QO(M) = 1. It then follows that the coefficients ajj.  , k = 2r — p are defined by 
the recurrence relation 

a, (r) (r-l) 

a, (r) _ 
2r   — 

(p - l)a^ +pa^_1,        1 < P < 2r, 

(-)r7r 

(A.2) 

where a_i is to be interpreted as zero. The coefficients crp are presented in Table 6 
for 0 < k < 12; recurrence relations equivalent to (A.2) for these coefficients can be 
found in [13]. 

r = 0 k = 0 
1 

r = 1 k = 0 
1 

k = l 
1 

k = 2 
1 

12 

r = 2 k = 0 
3 

k = l 
5 

k = 2 
25 
12 

fc = 3 
i 

12 

/c = 4 
i 

288 

r = 3 A; = 0 
15 

Jb = l 
35 

fc = 2 
105 
4 

k = 3 
77 
12 

A: = 4 
49 
288 

^ = 5 
1 

288 
-139 
51840 

r = 4 A; = 0 
105 

k = 7 
-139 
51840 

k = l 
315 

fc = 8 
-571 

2488320 

A; = 2 
1365 

4 

k = 3 
1883 

12 

A; = 4 
2513 

96 

k = 5 
149 
288 

221 
51840 

r = 5 k = 0 
945 

k = 7 
77 

10368 

k = l 
3465 

k = 8 
-2783 
497664 

jfc = 2 
19635 

4 

k = 9 
-571 

2488320 

k = 3 
13321 

4 

A; = 10 
163879 

209018880 

A: = 4 
102949 

96 

k = 5 
38291 

288 
35981 
17280 

r = 6 k = 0 
10395 

k = 7 
108251 
10368 

Jfc = l 
45045 

A; = 8 
715 

55296 

A; = 2 
315315 

4 

fc = 9 
-42887 
2488320 

A; = 3 
283283 

4 

A; = 10 
67951 

k  =  4: 
3278275 

96 

A; = 11 
163879 

209018880 

k = 5 
797225 

96 

jfe = 12 
5246819 

k = 6 
2792933 

3456 

209018880 75246796800 

Sr) TABLE 6. The coefficients a^ (0 < k <2r) fox 0 < k < 12. 

An examination of the recurrence relation (A.2) reveals that ttrfj-p (0 ^ P ^ 2r) 
can be expressed as a linear combination of the Stirling coefficients 7K, 7^-1,..., 7r-p 
where « denotes the integer 

Intf^), (A.3) 
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and 7j is to be interpreted as zero for j < 0. From the well-known asymptotics of 7r 

for r -» oo (see [3] and [4, p. 159]) 
f  1(   \(r+i)/2^(r) 

TT
1
   

; (27ry 
(r odd), 

.1/   W2r(r-1)      , x 
6l   j        (27r)-   '    ^even^ 

(r) 

(A.4) 

it then follows that the large-r behavior of a^     is determined by the Stirling coeffi- 

cients with the largest indices. Thus we can express c4r     in the form 

^r-p^ (-)r(ap7« + 6p7«-i + •••),        r-^oo,    p = 0,1,2,... (A.5) 

where the constants ap, 6p are independent of r; see Table 7. 

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ap 

bp 

1 

0 

-1 

0 

-1 

2 

5 

-6 

3 

-26 

-35 

154 

-15 

340 

315 

-3304 

105 

-4900 

-3465 

70532 

-945 

78750 

TABLE 7. Values of the constants ap and bp for 0 < p < 10. 

Use of (A.4) in (A.5) then shows that 

Rra:
(r) 
2r—p ' 

^   j (27r)« 

BpHic/2r(«-i) 
(27r)K 

(K odd) 

(« even) 

as r —» oo with p = 0,1,2,..., where 

wAp      Bp = 26p-^. 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 
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